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Abstract 

Scholars have correlated the racial attitudes of White partisans with a number of explanatory 

variables, including ingroup favoritism, and outgroup prejudice. Notwithstanding the 

importance of these variables, scholars have neglected other constructs that may also be 

relevant to understanding White racial attitudes. This paper addresses this important lacuna 

by analyzing how the racial attitudes of White partisans are shaped by progressive familial 

socialization (PFS) – defined as the frequency that a White individual was socialized by their 

families to be aware of the structural advantages of Whiteness. Drawing on data from Wave 

43 of the American Trends Panel, the findings demonstrate that PFS is associated with 

increased awareness of the structural disadvantages faced by Blacks, and that these 

effects are more salient for White Democrats than White Republicans . I also find that 

PFS is politically consequential, with Whites socialized progressively on race being 

more likely to think that Trump has made race relations worse since taking office. 

More importantly, these effects may cut across partisan evaluations of Trump’s 

handling of race relations. I conclude that PFS is a construct that has significant 

implications for understanding what familial socialization practices on race may do for 

the future of US race relations.  

 

 
1 Thanks to Jordan Carr Peterson for his thoughtful comments on a previous version of this paper.  

2 Nottingham Trent University. Email: n0429992@ntu.ac.uk  
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Introduction 

Racial socialization has been conceptualized as the process through which younger 

individuals develop a positive racial identity (Demo and Hughes 1990). Racial socialization 

has also been defined as the transferal of values, attitudes, and behaviors from parents to their 

children to help them prepare for potentially negative race-related experiences (Harris-Britt et 

al. 2007). The literature has long focused on the moderating influence of racial socialization 

on Black adolescents’ experiences with discrimination (Scott 2003; Neblett et al. 2008), and 

the impact that such practices have on Black identity, self-esteem, coping strategies, and 

individual academic development (Stevenson 1995; Scott 2003; Neblett et al. 2006). 

Socialization has also become an important facet of child-rearing in non-White and 

multiracial families (Phinney and Chavira 1995; Hughes 2003; Mohanty 2013).  

More recently, scholars have analyzed the effects of familial socialization practices 

on race among young Whites (Hagerman 2014; 2017; 2020). A particularly important finding 

from the literature concerns the effects of progressive familial socialization practices in the 

shaping of the racial attitudes that younger Whites will often carry into adulthood. In 

particular, raising children to be aware of privilege has been shown to be associated with 

increased awareness of the existence of racial hierarchies in White youth (Perry et al. 2019).  

Previous studies have focused on the salience of constructs such as racial resentment 

(Feldman and Huddy 2005), and White identity (Jardina 2019) as predictors of White racial 

attitudes. However, there is little empirical work on how progressive familial socialization 

during early development affects the racial attitudes of Whites in adulthood. Given the clear 

links between familial socialization practices and the racial attitudes of White youth and 

White adolescents (Hagerman 2020), this is a critically important lacuna within the existing 

scholarship. Therefore, this paper is primarily motivated by an emerging literature that attests 
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to the importance of progressive familial socialization as a means of increasing awareness of 

structural advantage among Whites.  

The invocation of progressivism suggests a potentially important link between 

familial socialization on race and socio-political constructs such as partisanship. The process 

of familial socialization on race is congruous with that of sociopolitical socialization, where 

individuals acquire sociopolitical beliefs from their families by being born into distinct 

family-political environments (Beck and Jennings 1991). If children are raised in family-

political environments that are predictive of their identities as partisans in White adulthood, 

then it is also probable that their exposure to parental frames about race are similarly 

predictive of their racial attitudes as adult partisans. Additionally, the degree of ideological 

diversity on race within parties gives us reason to suspect that PFS will not affect the racial 

attitudes of all partisans in the same way (Krupnikov and Piston 2015). Therefore, White 

Republicans exposed to progressive parenting frames on race during early development may 

have more liberal attitudes towards race than their fellow partisans.  

This paper therefore presents an analysis on the relative power and influence of 

progressive familial socialization and tests its robustness as a predictor of a variety of racial 

attitudes when contrasting Whites on party ID. In testing the robustness of progressive 

familial socialization as a predictor of White racial attitudes, I seek to make three original 

arguments. First, that progressive familial socialization will be associated with an increased 

awareness of the structural disadvantages faced by Blacks as a result of their race. Second, 

that progressive familial socialization will be a negative predictor of Whites’ perceptions of 

race-related discrimination. Third, and in order provide a sense of the political consequences 

of progressive familial socialization, that Whites who were progressively socialized to be 

aware of their structural advantages will be more likely think that race relations in the Trump 

era are becoming worse, and that Trump himself is responsible for these worsening relations. 
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Broadly speaking, we should expect the effects of progressive familial socialization to be 

most salient for White Democrats than they are for White Republicans across a variety of 

measures. However, White Republicans socialized by their families more frequently about 

White structural advantage should exhibit more liberal attitudes towards race than their 

fellow partisans who were socialized in a non-progressive manner.  

I test these arguments by analyzing a sample of White Americans from Wave 43 of 

the American Trends Panel (ATP). By assessing whether FPS is a substantive correlate of 

White partisans’ racial attitudes, this paper makes three contributions to the existing 

scholarship. First, the paper is (to my knowledge) the first empirical enquiry into whether 

progressive familial socialization on race during early development has discernible effects on 

racial attitudes in White adulthood. Second, the paper offers alternative explanations for 

partisan gaps in certain attitudes towards race among Whites. Third, the article contributes to 

the growing body of literature that explores how familial socialization construed more 

broadly can affect individual attitudes by grounding my empirical findings within a novel 

theoretical framework.  

 

Defining and Situating Progressive Familial Socialization 

 Of the many predictors that are known to be associated with White racial attitudes, 

this paper focusses on the relative power and influence of progressive familial socialization, 

or what I will hereinafter refer to as “PFS.” I define PFS as a “color-conscious” (Vittrup 

2016) form of familial socialization in which White parents raise their children to be aware of 

the structural advantages of Whiteness. White parents that adopt PFS strategies promote 

frames that explicitly acknowledge the existence of White structural advantage (Hagerman 

2020). The literature indicates that PFS is not a widely prevalent practice among White 

parents. In an interview study of White middle-class parents’ conversations with their 
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children about the shooting of Michael Brown in 2014, Underhill (2018) finds that only two 

out of forty-five participating parents made attempts to explicitly draw attention to White 

privilege. Despite the small proportion of White parents that teach their children about White 

structural advantage, however, the adoption of these progressive frames have been found to 

have noteworthy effects on the racial attitudes of younger Whites. For instance, scholars have 

found that promoting awareness of structural advantage leads to increased awareness of racial 

bias in White American youth (Bigler and Wright 2014; Perry et al. 2019). Given these 

effects on the racial attitudes of White children and adolescents through PFS, it is therefore 

important that we have an approximation of whether the effects of progressive socialization 

during early development continue to shape racial attitudes into White adulthood.  

Understanding how other forms of socialization are distinct from PFS is also 

important if we are to better discern how the effects of PFS on White racial attitudes differ 

among those who have been socialized on race via alternative parenting frames. Another 

form of familial socialization is what I shall define as “apathetic” socialization. Apathetic 

socialization is a form of “color-blind” socialization in which White parents do not explicitly 

discuss race with their children. White parents promote these colorblind frames by avoiding 

discussions of race with their children altogether, instead placing an emphasis on the 

importance of “treating everyone equally.” However, while some White parents think that an 

emphasis on equality may foster racially egalitarian attitudes, White children may not 

understand the subtly of these frames, allowing for the influence of racially biased messages 

from children’s peers and the media that they consume (Vittrup 2016).  

Colorblind practices send a powerful message regarding race to White children 

(Hagerman 2014). The reluctance of White parents to explicitly discuss race functions as an 

implicit message to their children about other racial groups. Without explicit frames, children 

have a tendency to construct their own explanations for any perceived racial differences. 
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Moreover, these explanations are often biased in favor of their own group (Bigler and Wright 

2014). A lack of understanding of salient forms of White-on- Black oppression, as well as the 

pervasiveness of racism against Blacks in contemporary society, will lead White children to 

create explanations that foster racial bias (Bigler and Wright 2014). Indeed, studies have 

found that colorblind frames reinforce racial prejudice by making Whites less likely to 

attribute race-based inequalities to discrimination against Blacks.  

Another type of familial socialization is what I shall define as “non-progressive” 

socialization. In contrast to apathetic socialization, non-progressive socialization is an 

alternative form of color-conscious socialization in which White parents raise their children 

to be aware of the “challenges” of being White. We may think of this as a peculiar form of 

familial socialization given the body of literature concerning Whiteness and structural 

advantage (McIntosh 1988). Nonetheless, White individuals may also be raised in family-

political environments that promote frames of White victimhood (Jones et al. 2018). Parental 

frames promoting narratives of White victimhood assert that Whites are under siege by a 

confluence of forces. As noted by Kimmel (2017), Whites with salient perceptions of the 

victimhood contend that relative gains made by people of color (PoC), immigrants, and 

LGBTQIA individuals, threaten to erode Whites’ social status. These narratives of White 

victimhood are reflective of a rise in a form of reactionary politics of White resentment that 

increasingly co-opts the language of oppressed minorities (Gest, 2016) even while White 

dominance continues to be celebrated in the Trump era (Jardina, 2019).  

 Of course, these modes of familial socialization do not preclude the possibility that 

raising children according to explicit notions of White superiority may also be a racial 

understanding to which Whites are still socialized today. Nonetheless, I do not directly 

account for this particular type of familial socialization in my analysis. It is important to note 

that conceptualizations of White superiority have often been rooted in older, more explicit 
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notions of “scientific” or “biological” racism. In a review of the evolution of White racial 

attitudes from the Jim Crow era to the post-Civil Rights Era, Henry and Sears (2002) note 

that these older belief systems traditionally emphasized the biological “inferiority” of 

Blacks.3 Since the Civil Rights Era, however, Whites have become steadily less likely to 

express these types of attitudes in national benchmark surveys (Kinder and Sanders 1996).  

Rather than being evidence of a decline in racist attitudes, scholars observe that this 

trend is reflective of the emergence of more subtle forms of anti-Black racism. As Kinder and 

Sanders (1996) note, these newer attitudes are framed through the language of individualism. 

Consequently, the notion of “symbolic racism” replaced more overly racist “biological” 

explanations of racial inequalities with subtler explanations rooted in culture (Sears and 

Henry 2003). Similar to the conceptualization of colorblind racism (Bonilla-Silva 2006), 

these explanations were rooted in the argument that Blacks had effectively achieved legal 

equality through the Civil Rights Act (CRA) and Voting Rights Act (VRA). Therefore, any 

racial disparities between White and Black individuals were a consequence of Blacks “not 

trying hard enough.” As such, if contemporary anti-Black attitudes are no longer reflective of 

these less overt notions of White superiority, then it is possible that these changes have also 

feed into the ways in which non-progressive White parents choose to explicitly socialize their 

children about race.  

 

Familial Socialization and the Acquisition of Sociopolitical Attitudes 

Racial attitudes have long been associated with sociopolitical constructs such as 

ideology and partisan identification (Layman and Carsey 2002; Tesler 2013; Abramowitz 

2018). As noted by Valentino and Sears (2005), the association between racial attitudes and 

 
3 These systems played an important role in the socialization of White youth in the South during the Jim Crow 

Era. As noted by Ritterhouse, the effects were such that White Southern children had learned to think of White 

supremacy as ‘natural’ by the time they could write (2006: 12). 
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partisanship is likely to be forged during the socialization process. The emerging literature on 

the progressive familial socialization of White youth also provides us with an indication that 

the socio-political orientations of White parents are important to understanding the parent-

child transmission of progressive attitudes towards race. As noted by Hagerman (2017; 

2020), parents who choose to socialize their children to be aware of structural advantage are 

often ideologically progressive themselves and choose to raise their children in a family-

political environment that is reflective of those socio-political leanings. 

Therefore, in addition to exerting a significant influence on racial attitudes, these 

family-political environments are also important because they may be predictive of the future 

socio-political orientations of White children. Familial socialization has long been noted as 

having an important influence on adult political orientations such as partisanship and 

ideology (Jennings and Markus 1984; Alwin et al. 1991; Beck et al. 2009; Kroh and Selb 

2009). In this model, individuals are born into distinct family-political environments (Beck 

and Jennings 1991). In turn, these environments foster political (or, indeed apolitical) 

outlooks during early development that locate individuals within political settings that endure 

into adulthood.  

As such, if children are situated within a family-political environment that is 

somewhat predictive of partisan affiliation into White adulthood, then it is likely that 

exposure to parenting frames on race is similarly predictive of racial attitudes when those 

children are adults with robust partisan identities. Of course, this does not preclude the 

possibility that individuals will be subject to a number of non-parental socializing influences 

that may re-orient partisan attitudes in adulthood (Lyons 2017). Consequently, partisans may 

hold disparate views across a range of subjects that are not necessarily reflective of their 

views formed through the socialization process when they were children. Therefore, while 

racial attitudes and partisanship have become increasingly aligned because of factors such as 
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sorting (Mason 2015; Mason and Wronski 2018), it is important to qualify that not all White 

Democrats exhibit progressive attitudes towards race, just as not all Republicans exhibit non-

progressive racial attitudes (Piston 2010; Krupnikov and Piston 2015).  

Consistent with this reasoning, it is possible that progressive familial socialization 

will have noteworthy effects on the racial attitudes of Republican partisans who, as children, 

may have been raised in families where they were exposed to progressive parenting frames 

on race. Given the extent to which partisans sort according to their ideological beliefs 

(Levendusky 2009), we should not expect a great number of White Republicans to report 

being socialized by their families in a progressive manner on race.4 Nevertheless, if we 

observe any noteworthy effects through PFS for White Republicans, it indicates that 

progressive familial socialization is a construct that can shape the racial attitudes of White 

co-partisans.  

Notwithstanding any potentially noteworthy effects for Republican co-partisans, it is 

important to keep in mind Hagerman’s (2017; 2020) observation that progressive racial 

frames are primarily promoted by parents who choose to raise their children within an 

ideologically progressive family-political environment. Though not all White children 

situated in these progressive family-political environments will necessary turn out to be 

Democrats, those environments should still be somewhat predictive of partisanship in 

adulthood (Lyons 2017). As such, given the relative intractability between racial attitudes and 

partisanship, we should broadly expect the effects of PFS to be most salient among Whites 

with Democratic partisan identities, while accounting for possibility that PFS may also shape 

the racial attitudes of some White Republicans who were socialized progressively on race. 

 

Progressive Familial Socialization, Partisanship, and Racial Attitudes 

 
4  
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Having provided an elucidation of the hypothetical associations between FPS and 

sociopolitical attitudes, I now turn to discuss how FPS might reasonably be expected to affect 

racial attitudes when individuals are contrasted on partisanship. A key debate in the literature 

on racial attitudes concerns whether Whites possess an awareness of the structural advantages 

that their race affords them. The straightforward answer is that Whites are unaware and thus 

cannot acknowledge their advantaged position. The nuanced answer is that Whites can be 

made aware of the racial inequalities generated by unequal hierarchies, but such awareness is 

not necessarily an antecedent to reduced prejudice towards outgroup members (Case 2007). 

By contrast, PFS seeks to make the “invisible” (McIntosh 1988) by encouraging White 

individuals to place themselves about a system of race relations that help them to understand 

how their structural advantages reinforce racial inequality (Hagerman 2020). Given this 

scholarship, it seems reasonable to expect to that there is a degree of association between PFS 

and greater awareness of the ways in which racial structures disadvantage those of the 

opposite race.  

Turning to consider hypothetical differences through partisanship, an important 

impediment to recognizing structural disadvantage the individualistic belief that inequality is 

not generated by unequal hierarchies, but rather the ability of individuals through “not trying 

hard enough.” Such beliefs are especially likely to be prevalent among Republican partisans 

(Hopkins 2009), giving us reason to suspect that White Democrats should be better placed to 

recognize structural disadvantage. Therefore, we should broadly expect the effects of PFS on 

Whites’ awareness of Black structural disadvantages should be more salient for White 

Democrats than they are for White Republicans. Notwithstanding, we may also see 

noteworthy effects for White Republicans exposed to progressive parenting frames on race 

(H1).  
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We should also expect PFS to exert an influence on White partisans’ ingroup attitudes. 

Jardina (2019) asserts that ingroup favoritism is substantively distinct from Whites’ attitudes 

towards outgroups. Ingroup attitudes are not formulated in a vacuum; rather, how Whites see 

themselves as belonging to a group likely occurs as a function of the way in which they 

perceive race to matter to non-Whites. If Whites are socialized to be unaware of racial 

structural disadvantages and systemic racism against Blacks, this means that they may not 

think it inappropriate to frame themselves as an oppressed minority if they perceive situations 

as unfair to their own group. As Jardina puts it, if Whites see themselves as an oppressed 

minority, they may also ‘co-opt the language of insubordination and oppression’ (2019: 46).5 

By contrast, if Whites have been explicitly socialized by their families to be aware of White 

structural advantage, such individuals should think it inappropriate to frame themselves as 

“victims” given their awareness of privilege. Therefore, we should observe a strong pattern 

of negative results for White partisans who have been progressively socialized by their 

families to be aware of White structural advantage. Given the degree of association between 

salient perceptions of White victimhood and robust support for Trump among racially 

aggrieved Whites (Kimmel 2017), we should broadly expect White Republicans to exhibit 

consistently higher levels of perceived anti-White discrimination relative to White 

Democrats. However, if some Republicans have been socialized in a progressive manner on 

race, we should expect this gap to narrow as rates of progressive socialization become more 

frequent (H2).  

Finally, while the paper is primarily interested in the role of PFS as a substantive 

correlate of the ingroup and outgroup attitudes of White partisans, it is worth considering 

whether the effects of PFS are also politically consequential. Understanding this relationship 

 
5 Indeed, looking to the indicators of group consciousness, a key belief is that group members see their 

circumstance as a function of an unjust force or hierarchy (Miller et al. 1981). 
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is important given that research in this particular field of political science emerges at a 

moment of heightened debate concerning race relations in America. The recent killing of 

George Floyd by a White police officer has led to a wave of new anti-racism protests led by 

the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, shining a light on the iniquities of police brutality 

against Blacks, and spurring debate over the continued legacy of White-on-Black oppression. 

Knowing whether PFS is also related to Whites’ evaluations of the state of US race relations 

is therefore important if we are to understand whether awareness of structural advantage 

leads to discernible effects on public opinion towards President Trump’s handling of race 

relations. Given the effects on public opinion towards elites through partisanship (Druckman 

et al. 2013), we have should have strong reason to suspect that PFS will not substantively 

affect White partisan opinion towards Trump’s handling of US race relations.6 Broadly 

speaking, White Democrats should disapprove of Trump’s handling of race relations because 

he is an elite of the opposite party, while White Republicans should think that Trump is 

handling race relations well because he is a Republican President. However, Republican 

socialized in a progressive manner on race should be more likely than their fellow co-

partisans to think that Trump has made race relations worse (H3).   

 

Data and Methods 

Data  

  To test these hypotheses, data are taken from Wave 43 of the American Trends Panel 

(ATP). The ATP is a nationally representative, probability-based panel of non-

institutionalized US adults over the age of 18. Wave 43 was conducted on behalf of the Pew 

Research Center by Ipsos between January 22 and February 5, 2019. In addition to surveying 

existing members of the ATP, Pew also included a supplemental sample of Hispanic and 

 
6 For instance,  
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Black members of Ipsos’s KnowledgePanel (KP). Altogether, N = 4,499 members of the 

ATP and N = 1,038 KP members completed Wave 43. Because the objective of the paper is 

to examine the effects of FPS on White partisans’ racial attitudes, I select a sub-sample of 

Wave 43 participants who identified as non-Hispanic White. This sampling strategy led to an 

overall sample of N = 2,997 non-Hispanic White respondents.  

 

Measures 

Progressive Familial Socialization. I construct a scale of progressive familial 

socialization (PFS) from two four-point ordinal items that ask how often, if at all, a White 

respondents’ family talked to them about advantages or challenges they might experience as 

a consequence of being White. Possible responses for both items ranged from 1 = “often,” to 

4 = “never.”7 The PFS scale is scored to range between -1 and +1, and is intended to capture 

progressive as well as “apathetic” and “non-progressive” modes of familial socialization.8 A 

maximum score of +1 represents a salient form of progressive socialization where a White 

respondents’ family talked to them “often” about the advantages of being White. By contrast, 

a minimum score of -1 represents a salient form of non-progressive socialization where a 

respondents’ family talked to them “often” about challenges of being White. Finally, a score 

of 0 on the PFS scale is indicative of an absence of socialization on either the advantages or 

the challenges of Whiteness. 

Figure 1 presents the distribution of the scale among the sample of White ATP 

respondents. As indicated by Figure 1, the distribution follows the bell-shaped curve 

relatively well. The histogram also shows that 76 per cent of Whites reported being 

socialized without any explicit discussion of either the advantages or “challenges” of being 

 
7 Section A1 of the Supplemental Information file presents the distribution of Whites’ responses to both of these 

items.   
8 After reverse coding both items, the formula for constructing the PFS scale is:  

PFS = ((WhiteChallenges*-1) + WhiteAdvantages) 
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White. The slight displacement of the curve to the right of the 𝑥 axis also indicates that more 

Whites reported explicit socialization on White structural advantage (14 per cent) than 

Whites reported explicit socialization on the “challenges” of being White (10 per cent). 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of the PFS Scale among Whites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43). 

 

Explanatory Measures. Models are also estimated with a number of explanatory 

variables that are known to be associated with White racial attitudes, including White identity 

(Jardina 2019), Black affect,9 and intergroup contact (Goldman and Hopkins 2020). White ID 

a 5-point ordinal item that asks how important being White is to a respondent’s identity, with 

 
9 Racial prejudice is typically measured using the seminal scale of racial resentment (Henry and Sears 2002). A 

limitation of Wave 43 of the ATP is that does not contain the items necessary to construct racial resentment 

scale. Consequently, attitudes towards Blacks are gauged using the standard feeling thermometer scale. To 

assess whether the omitted variable racial resentment caused bias to the results presented in this paper, I 

performed a sensitivity analysis using the Konfound package in Stata. The results of the sensitivity analysis 

indicated that models are largely robust to omitted variable bias. The full sensitivity analysis can be found in 

section A3 of the Supplemental Information file. 
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possible responses ranging between 1 = “extremely important,” to 5 = “not at all 

important.”10 

Black affect is gauged using the standard 101-point feeling thermometer. Here, White 

respondents were asked rate Blacks on a scale ranging between 0 and 100. A minimum score 

of 0 on the thermometer is indicative of “very cool or unfavorable feelings.” By contrast, a 

maximum score of 100 is indicative of “very warm or favorable feelings.” Finally, group 

contact is measured using a 4-point ordinal item that asks White respondents how much 

contact, if any, they have with individuals who are Black. Possible responses range from 1 = 

“a lot of interaction,” to 4 = “no interaction at all.”11 

  Controls. In addition to the variables outlined above, models are estimated with a 

number of socio-demographic and structural covariates. Respondents with a partisan 

affiliation with the Republican Party are coded 1, and Democrats as 0.12 Ideology is a five-

point ordinal item ranging from 1 = “very liberal,” to 5 = “very conservative.” Age is 

measured on a 4-point ordinal scale ranging from 1 = “18-29,” 4 = “65+.” Females are coded 

a 1 and males as 0. Education is a six-point ordinal variable ranging from 1 = “less than high 

school,” to 6 = “postgraduate.” Family income is a nine-point ordinal variable ranging from 1 

= “less than $10,000,” to 9 = “$150,000 or more.” Respondents who identify as a “born 

again” Christians are coded 1, and those who do not as 0. Church attendance is a six-point 

ordinal variable ranging from 1 = “more than one a week,” to 6 = “never.” The item is 

reverse coded so that a higher score is indicative of more frequent religious service 

attendance. Respondents who reported living in a nonmetro area are coded as 1, and those 

 
10 The item is reverse coded such that higher values are indicative of respondents placing greater importance on 

race to their identity centrality. 
11 The item is reverse coded such that higher values are indicative of respondents reporting more frequent 

contact with Black individuals. 
12 The ATP does not contain the standard 7-point item for partisan affiliation. Instead, the dataset contains a 

dichotomous variable representing an individual’s partisan or leaned partisan identification with either the 

Republican or Democratic Party.   
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who live in metro areas as 0. Lastly, respondents who live in the South are coded as 1, and 

those who live elsewhere as 0. 

Dependent Variables. The dependent variable to test H1 is a five-point ordinal item 

that ask respondents how much, if at all, being Black hurts the ability of individuals to get 

ahead in the US. Possible responses for range between 1 = “helps a lot,” to 5 = “hurts a lot.”  

The dependent variables to test H3 and a series of dichotomous items that ask White 

respondents whether they have experienced discrimination in a number of different situations 

as a consequence of their race. These situations are i) been unfairly stopped by the police, ii) 

people acted if they were suspicious of you, iii) people acted as if they thought you were not 

smart, iv) been treated unfairly by an employer in hiring, pay, or promotions, v) been subject 

to slurs or jokes, vi) feared for your personal safety, and vii) people assumed you were racist 

or prejudiced. Possible responses were 1 = “yes, has happened to me,” 0 = “no, has not 

happened to me.”  

The dependent variable to test H3 is a 4-point categorical asked respondents how 

Trump specifically had affected race relations in the US. Possible responses were 1 = “made 

progress towards improving race relations,” 2 = “tried but failed to make progress towards 

improving race relations,” 3 = “not addressed race relations,” 4 = “made race relations 

worse.” 

 

Results 

Awareness of Black Structural Disadvantages 

H1 posited that PFS would be associated with increased awareness of Black structural 

disadvantages. To test this expectation, I estimate an ordered probit model. Figure 2 plots the 

coefficients for the PFS scale, each of the explanatory variables, and the socio-political and 

demographic covariates. Points to the right of zero on the 𝑥 axis indicate a positive 
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relationship between each variable and belief that being Black hurts the ability of individuals 

to get ahead, while points to the left of zero on the 𝑥 axis indicate a negative relationship, or 

the belief that being Black helps the ability of individuals to get ahead. 

 

Figure 2: Progressive Familial Socialization and Awareness of Black Structural 

Disadvantages 

 

 

 

Notes: Points represent the size of each ordered probit coefficient. The capped lines are 95 per 

cent confidence intervals. All variables scaled to range between 0 and 1. Sample limited to Whites 

only. Data are weighted. *p <.05 **p <.01 *p <.001. Full model results presented in section A3 of 

the Supplemental Information file.  

 

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43).  

 

As evidenced by Figure 2, the coefficient for progressive familial socialization is 

positively (p <.001) associated with the belief that being Black hurts the ability of individuals 

to get ahead. However, progressive familial socialization did not affect all Whites in the same 

way. The effect of PFS on White racial attitudes can be seen more clearly below in Figure 3, 

when its effect is estimated for White Democrats and White Republicans. As evidenced by 
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the left panel in Figure 3, a White Democrat socialized “often” about the challenges of being 

White has just a .21 predicted probability of thinking that it “hurts a lot” to be Black when 

trying to get ahead. By contrast a White Democrat socialized “often” about White advantage 

has a .57 predicted probability of being aware of Black structural disadvantages. Therefore, 

moving from least to most progressive on the PFS scale is associated with an increase in the 

predicted probability of thinking that it “hurts a lot” to be Black when trying to get ahead of 

36 points.  

 

Figure 3: Awareness of Black Structural Disadvantages as a Function of Progressive 

Familial Socialization among White Democrats and Republicans 

 

 

 

Notes: Points represent the predicted probability of a White Democrat or Republican thinking 

being Black helps/hurts ability of individuals to get ahead at each level of the PRS scale. 

Predicted probabilities calculated by holding all other variables in model constant or at their 

respective mean values.  

 

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43) 

 

The right panel in Figure 3 indicates that a White Republican socialized “often” about 

the challenges of being White has just a .2 predicted probability of thinking that being Black 
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hurts the ability of individuals “a lot” when trying to get ahead. As the frequency of familial 

socialization about the advantages of Whiteness being to increase, however, we see that the 

probability of thinking that it hurts “a lot” to be Black when trying to get ahead begins to 

increase, too. The trend is such that, at the most frequent rate of progressive familial 

socialization, a White Republican has a .33 predicted probability of being aware of Black 

structural disadvantages. Moving from least to most progressive on the PFS scale is thus 

associated with an increase in the predicted probability of thinking that it “hurts a lot” to be 

Black of 32 points. 

 In contextualizing these results, it is important to note that White Democrats have a 

consistently higher predicted probability of being aware of Black structural disadvantages 

than White Republicans as one moves from least to most progressive along the PFS scale.13 

This lends weight to the expectation that the effects of PFS on awareness of Black structural 

disadvantages would be more salient among Democratic partisans. However, it must also be 

noted that Republicans socialized in a non-progressive manner on race are far more likely 

than White Democrats to think that being Black provides affords individuals with structural 

advantage. Therefore, the effects of PFS in reducing these perceptions is likely to be more 

salient among White Republicans, simply because there are fewer White Democrats who 

think that being Black provides individuals with structural advantage in the first place.  

 

Whites’ Experiences of Race-Related Discrimination 

Notwithstanding these the effects of progressive familial socialization on Whites’ 

outgroup attitudes, I am also interested in assessing the extent to which PFS feeds into White 

 
13 The results are consistent with a theory that being socialized about the challenges of being White during early 

development should be associated with salient conceptualization of victimhood when individuals become adults 

(Jones et al. 2018). In this type of familial socialization, White are socialized to see themselves as oppressed 

minorities while other races gain favorable treatment (Gest 2016; Jardina 2019), meaning that they should think 

that minorities actually have greater structural advantage than themselves.  
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Americans own experiences with discrimination as a consequence of their race (H2). To 

restate my expectations, PFS should be negatively associated with Whites’ experiences of 

race-related discrimination. Across the PFS scale, we should also expect to see a stronger 

pattern of negative results for White Democrats. Figure 4 is a plot of coefficients that shows 

the effect of PFS on the probability that a White respondent has reported experiencing 

discrimination as a consequence of being White in each of the given situations.  

 

Figure 4: Progressive Familial Socialization and Race Related Discrimination Among 

Whites 

 

Notes: Points represent the size of the ordered probit coefficient for PFS in each model. The lines 

are 95 per cent confidence intervals. Sample limited to Whites only. Data are weighted. Asterisks 

indicate a statistically significant effect through PFS (***p <.001) Full results are presented in 

section A4 of the Supplemental Information file.  
 

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43).  

 

As evidenced by Figure 4, the coefficient for PFS is negatively associated with a 

White respondent reporting that they have been discriminated against because of their race 

across model specifications. Figure 4 indicates that PFS exerts more powerful effects 
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depending on the venue of White discrimination. For instance, the effects of PRS are most 

pronounced when it comes to a White respondent reporting that they have been unfairly 

stopped by the police and they have received unfair treatment from their employer.14 The 

coefficient for racial socialization is also significant at the p <.01 level across models with 

the exception of the final two specifications. The results of Figure 4 thus provide evidence in 

favor of the hypothesis that PRS is negatively associated with Whites’ own experiences of 

anti-White discrimination 

To get a more substantive approximation of the magnitude of these effects, I once 

again use the results of the probit models to calculate predicted probabilities for each 

outcome as a function of PFS for White Democrats and Republicans. The results are 

presented in Figure 5. Across models, we see that increases in the frequency of progressive 

socialization are associated with a decline in the predicted probability of a White partisan 

reporting being discriminated against because of their race. As expected, White Democrats 

have a consistently lower predicted probability of reporting anti-White discrimination relative 

to White Republicans across model specifications. Nonetheless, the partisan “gap” in 

reported anti-White discrimination appears to close as rates of PFS begin to increase in two 

of the models. This “narrowing” is most pronounced when it comes to partisan differences in 

instances of perceived anti-White discrimination by the police and respondents’ employers. 

The trend is such that, at the most frequent rates of progressive socialization, there are no 

statistically significant differences when contrasting on party ID. 

 
14 One possibility for these strongly negative relationships through PFS concerns the ways in which progressive 

socialization on race leads to greater awareness of White structural advantage and the existence of racial 

hierarchies than perpetuate White-on-Black oppression (Perry et al. 2019). As such, Whites socialized 

frequently by their families to be aware of White structural advantage should possess greater awareness of the 

ways in which being Black means that individuals are treated less favorably by Whites in a number of different 

situations, including by the police and in employment (Brunson 2007; Pager et al. 2009).  
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Figure 5: Race Related Discrimination as a Function of Progressive Familial Socialization among White Democrats and Republicans 

 

 

Notes: Points represent the predicted probability of a White Democrat (blue) or Republican (red) reporting an instance of race-related discrimination at each 

level of the PRS scale. Predicted probabilities calculated by holding all other variables in probit models constant or at their respective mean values.  

  

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43).
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Race Relations in the Trump Era 

We have seen thus far that PFS is a substantive correlate of White partisans’ outgroup 

and ingroup attitudes. However, I am also interested in testing whether the effects PFS are 

politically consequential. To do this, I assess whether PFS is also a significant predictor of 

White partisan opinion towards Trump’s handling of US race relations (H3). To test these 

expectations, Figure 6 plots White partisans’ responses to the dependent measure across 

levels of PFS scale. As evidenced by the left panel in Figure 6, a White Democrat socialized 

“often” about the challenges of being White already has a .64 predicted probability of 

thinking that Trump has made US race relations worse since taking office. By contrast, a 

White Democrat socialized by their families “often” about White structural advantage has a 

.91 predicted probability of thinking that Trump has contributed to a worsening of race 

relations. Therefore, moving from least to most progressive on the PFS scale is associated 

with an increase in the predicted probability of thinking that Trump has made race relations 

worse of 27 points.  

The right panel in Figure 6 depicts the results of the postestimation for White 

Republicans. A White Republican socialized “often” about challenges of being White has just 

a .12 predicted probability of thinking that Trump has made race relations worse. Conversely, 

a White Republican socialized “often” by their families about White structural advantage has 

a .49 predicted probability of thinking that Trump has made race relations worse. Thus, 

moving from least to most progressive on the PFS scale is associated with a 37-point increase 

in the predicted probability of thinking that Trump has made race relations worse.  

The results concerning PFS and public opinion towards Trump’s handling of race 

relations paint a somewhat nuanced picture we when contrast on party ID. Though increases 

in the frequency of PFS increase the probability of a White Democrat thinking that Trump 

has made race relations worse, it is important to note that White Democrats are already 
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largely disapproving of Trump regardless of their socialization on race. However, and 

echoing a similar pattern of results to the previous model for Whites’ awareness of Black 

structural disadvantages, there appears to be considerable latitude for White Republicans’ 

views on race relations to move in the opposite direction as rates of PFS become more 

frequent.  

 

Figure 6:  Evaluations of Trump’s Role in US Race Relations as a Function of 

Progressive Familial Socialization among White Democrats and Republicans 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: The lines represent the predicted probability of a White Democrat or Republican thinking 

that Trump has made race relations better or worse at each level of the PRS scale. Predicted 

probabilities calculated by holding all other variables in model constant or at their respective 

mean values. Full models are presented in section A5 of the Supplemental Information file.  

 

Source: American Trends Panel (Wave 43). 

 

Discussion 

This paper has sought to analyze the extent to which progressive familial socialization 

(PFS) is a substantive correlation of the racial attitudes of White partisans. Construed more 
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broadly, racial socialization functions as a powerful that allows parents to shape the ways in 

which their children think about race. In non-White and multiracial families, racial 

socialization prepares non-White children to navigate prejudice. However, familial 

socialization on race is altogether different for those with privilege (Hagerman 2017). These 

findings contribute to the small, but growing body of literature which finds that progressive 

familial socialization can have a robust effect on raising awareness of White privilege in 

individuals (Hagerman 2020).  

The results of this paper revealed three important findings. First, the results indicate 

that progressive familial socialization is associated with increased awareness of the structural 

disadvantages faced by Blacks as a consequence of their race. Whites who reported being 

socialized in a progressive manner on race in their childhoods have a high probability of 

being aware that being Black hurts the ability of individuals to get ahead in the US. By 

drawing attention to White privilege during early development, progressive familial 

socialization thus functions as a means of increasing awareness of how one’s structural 

advantages entrench racial inequality (Hagerman 2020). What is especially noteworthy in this 

context is that the extent to which progressive familial socialization might have lasting effects 

in fostering greater awareness of structural racism into White adulthood. As expected, these 

effects are likely to be most salient among White Democrats. Nonetheless, it is worth 

pointing out how more frequent rates of PFS lead to increased awareness of Black structural 

disadvantages among Republican partisans who would otherwise be less recognizing of the 

existence of structural disadvantages faced by members of the opposite race.  

Second, these results indicate that progressive familial socialization can have a 

substantive effect on White ingroup attitudes. As Jardina (2019) notes, Whites high in 

ingroup favoritism are likely to co-opt the language of oppressed minorities if they see 

themselves as the victims of unjust hierarchies. Consistent with the literature on the nature of 
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group consciousness (Miller et al. 1981), one manifestation of this perceived oppression is 

the belief that ingroup members are discriminated against (Jardina 2019). However, if Whites 

have been socialized by their families in a progressive manner on race, they should think it 

inappropriate to frame themselves as victims given their awareness of the structural 

advantages of Whiteness.  

Given the salient associations been conceptualizations of White victimhood and 

support for Trump (Kimmel 2017), we should not be surprised to find that White Republicans 

have a consistently higher predicted probability of reporting that they have been 

discriminated against for being White across a number of different situations. While there is 

clear evidence of a partisan “gap” in rates of perceived anti-White discrimination among 

White Democrats and Republicans, it is crucial to note that this gap between partisans 

appears to narrow in some contexts as rates of progressive familial socialization increase. 

This finding is noteworthy because it indicates that increasing awareness of structural 

advantage through more frequent rates of progressive familial socialization may reduce 

perceptions of White victimhood among individuals when they are adult partisans.  

 Third, although I have found progressive familial socialization (PFS) to be a 

substantive predictor of Whites’ outgroup and ingroup attitudes, I have also found PFS to be 

a significant predictor of public opinion towards elites. Of course, given the strong effects of 

partisanship on public opinion towards elites (Druckman et al. 2013), we should not be 

surprised to find that White Democrats appear to be net of the view that Trump has made race 

relations worse since taking office regardless of one’s frequency of progressive familial 

socialization on race.  

What is more noteworthy is how Republican co-partisans become more disapproving 

of Trump’s handling of US race relations as such individuals are socialized by their families 

on race in an increasingly progressive manner. This finding is especially important because it 
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indicates that the effects of PFS on public opinion towards elites has the ability to cut across 

partisan evaluations. The effect is such that, among those socialized “often” about the 

advantages of being White, White Republicans are net of the opinion that Trump has made 

race relations worse since taking office. Of course, it must be noted there was already 

considerable latitude for these evaluations to move in the opposite direction; most 

Republicans will think Trump has made efforts to improve race relations simply because he 

is a Republican President. Nonetheless, the fact that we observed substantive shifts in opinion 

as rates of progressive familial socialization became more frequent speaks to the importance 

of PFS as a predictor of negative evaluations of Trump among Republican co-partisans.   

Despite these important findings, it is also useful to point to potential avenues for 

future research. First, in future inquires on the effects of progressive familial socialization on 

the racial attitudes of White adults, moving beyond the use of large-N survey data will be 

especially valuable. The existing scholarship has tended to use interview techniques to gauge 

the relationship between White parents’ socialization practices and the “racial contexts” that 

they create for their children (Hagerman 2017; Underhill 2018). However, in depth 

interviews with White adults about their own familial socialization experiences could provide 

critical insight into the specific practices that shape the ways in which Whites think about 

race during adulthood.  

Next, studies are also increasingly employing measures of White identity an 

explanatory variable to better understand White attitudes towards race (Jardina 2019). While 

White identity has been correlated with a number of psychological traits including social 

dominance orientation (SDO) (Jardina 2019), we have not yet seen an elucidation of the 

sociological antecedents of White identity. However, this is a critical omission in the existing 

scholarship. Indeed, there could be an interesting theoretical relationship between non-

progressive forms of familial socialization and White identity centrality. For instance, 
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research demonstrates that there is a degree of association between racial socialization and 

the development of individual racial identity (Stevenson 1995). In non-White contexts, 

parents socialize their children to have a robust racial identity so that they are better able to 

navigate prejudice (Demo and Hughes 1990). However, Whites who have been socialized by 

their families to believe that they face challenges as a result of their race might develop 

robust racial identities that seek to reinforce White dominance if they perceive that Whites 

are disadvantaged relative to other racial groups. This expectation would be consistent with 

Jardina’s (2019) observation that Whites high in racial identity centrality ‘are not racially 

consciousness in a way that is intended to promote greater racial equality (Jardina 2019: 48).  

Lastly, although this paper has focused on the relative power and influence of 

progressive familial socialization as a predictor of White partisans’ racial attitudes, it is 

important to qualify that the PFS scale does not capture forms of familial socialization in 

which White children may have been socialized according to explicit understandings of 

White superiority. Given the emergence of more subtle forms of anti-Black racism rooted in 

notions of individualism in the Civil Rights Era and beyond (Kinder and Sanders 1996; Sears 

and Henry 2003), we have some reason to suspect that less Whites have been less socialized 

according to scientific or “biological” notions of racism. Nonetheless, it is still possible that a 

minority of White parents choose to socialize their children in this manner. Therefore, 

quantifying the extent to which familial socialization according to scientific or “biological” 

notions of race during early development will also be critically important in seeing how such 

parenting practices affect the racial attitudes of Whites into adulthood.  
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A1: Distribution of Whites’ Responses to Familial Socialization Items  

 

Figure A1: Distribution of Whites’ Responses to Familial Socialization Items  
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A2: Sensitivity Analysis for Unobserved Confounders 

To address the issue of omitted variable bias and possible unobserved confounding 

that may arise from the omission of the racial resentment scale from the Pew dataset, I 

performed a sensitivity analysis on all models using the konfound package in Stata. 

Sensitivity analysis for unobserved confounders in the non-parametric models was assessed 

via the percentage of bias necessary to invalidate the inferences from each model. I report the 

results of the respective models below in Table A2.  

Table A2: Estimates of the Percentage of Bias Necessary to Invalidate the Inference for 

the Effect of Warmth Towards Black on Each Outcome 

Model APE % of Bias necessary to 

invalidate inference 

Awareness of Black 

structural disadvantages 

  

Being Black hurts ability to 

get ahead 

-.037* 

(.014) 

23.85 

White discrimination 

 

  

Been treated unfairly by 

employed 

-.148*** 

(.036) 

51.80 

Been subject to racist 

slurs/jokes 

-.039 

(.047) 

58.11 

People suspicious of R -.051 

(.042) 

37.58 

Been unfairly stopped by 

police 

-.042 

(.027) 

22.09 

Feared for personal safety 

 

-.165 

(.046) 

44.70 

People thought R not smart 

 

-.051 

(.042) 

37.50 

Assumed to be racist or 

prejudiced 

-.177*** 

(.048) 

46.03 

Trump’s handling of race 

relations 

  

Has Trump improved/made 

race relations worse 

-.098*** 

(.041) 

41.07 

Notes: Table entries are the average marginal effect of warmth towards Blacks in each model. 

Standard errors given in parentheses. All models control for racial socialization (advantages and 

challenges), White identity, contact with Black people, partisanship, ideology, age, gender, 

education, family income, born again status, frequency of church attendance, metro area status, 

and region. Sample limited to Whites only. Data are weighted. *p <.05 **p <.01 ***p <.001.  
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A3: Full Estimates for PFS and Whites’ Awareness of Black Structural Disadvantages  

 

Table A3: Ordered Probit Estimates of Whites’ Awareness of Black Structural 

Disadvantages Racism 

 Does being Black help/hurt ability to get 

ahead 

 

PFS 

 

1.538*** 

(.268) 

White ID 

 

.208* 

(.092) 

Black affect 

 

.296** 

(.111) 

Contact with Black people .285 

(.154) 

Republican 

 

-.616*** 

(.069) 

Ideology (conservative) -1.070*** 

(.121) 

Age 

 

-.066 

(.074) 

Female 

 

-.065 

(.092) 

Education 

 

.351*** 

(.092) 

Family income 

 

.154 

(.098) 

Born again 

 

-.099 

(.066) 

Church attendance 

 

.042 

(.093) 

Nonmetro 

 

-.037 

(.065) 

South 

 

-.133* 

(.055) 

\cut1 

\cut2 

\cut3 

\cut4 

-1.137 [.260] 

-.489 [.254] 

.340 [.254] 

1.487 [.255] 

Pseudo 𝑹𝟐 

N 

.123 

2,666 

Notes: Table entries are ordered probit coefficients. Robust standard errors given in parentheses. 

All variables scaled to range between 0 and 1. Sample limited to Whites only. Data are weighted. 

*p <.05 **p <.01 ***p <.001.  
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A4: Full Estimates for PFS and Whites’ Experiences of Race-Related Discrimination 

Table A4: Probit Estimates of Whites’ Experiences of Race-Related Discrimination 

 

 

Been treated 

unfairly by 

employer 

Been subject to 

racist slurs or jokes 

People suspicious 

of R 

Been unfairly 

stopped by police 

Feared for personal 

safety 

People thought R 

not smart 

Assumed to be 

racist or prejudiced 

PFS 

 

-1.152*** 

(.332) 

-1.422*** 

(.278) 

-1.294*** 

(.296) 

-1.568*** 

(.398) 

-1.232*** 

(.265) 

-.478 

(.285) 

-.376 

(.282) 

White ID 

 

-.084 

(.117) 

-.113 

(.104) 

.001 

(.109) 

-.066 

(.144) 

.105 

(.100) 

-.184 

(.112) 

.051 

(.100) 

Black affect 

 

-.184*** 

(.150) 

-.111 

(.132) 

-.178 

(.142) 

-.303 

(.185) 

-.453*** 

(.128) 

-.174 

(.139) 

-.468*** 

(.129) 

Contact with black 

people 

-.680** 

(.221) 

.403 

(.208) 

-.005 

(.211) 

-.490 

(.252) 

.531** 

(.193) 

.096 

(.211) 

.348 

(.200) 

Republican 

 

.195 

(.103) 

.333*** 

(.085) 

.143 

(.093) 

.279* 

(.121) 

.138 

(.084) 

.247** 

(.091) 

.174* 

(.083) 

Ideology 

(conservative) 

.002 

(.191) 

-.050 

(.164) 

.133 

(.175) 

-.352 

(.232) 

.303* 

(.154) 

.241 

(.167) 

.074 

(.196) 

Age 

 

.211 

(.101) 

-.356*** 

(.096) 

-.175 

(.097) 

-.127 

(.110) 

.107 

(.090) 

-.057 

(.098) 

-.497*** 

(.092) 

Female 

 

.101 

(.071) 

-.212** 

(.063) 

-.280*** 

(.067) 

-.355*** 

(.088) 

-.005 

(.062) 

.282*** 

(.068) 

-.184** 

(.061) 

Education 

 

-.294* 

(.122) 

-.336*** 

(.111) 

-.112 

(.117) 

-.377* 

(.146) 

.146 

(.107) 

-.383** 

(.117) 

.235* 

(.105) 

Family income 

 

-.149 

(.134) 

.032 

(.118) 

-.306** 

(.126) 

-.487** 

(.159) 

.077 

(.116) 

-.665*** 

(.125) 

.087 

(.116) 

Born again  

 

-.079 

(.079) 

-.074 

(.084) 

.155 

(.090) 

-.068 

(.121) 

-.105 

(.083) 

.010 

(.089) 

.024 

(.084) 

Church attendance 

 

.004 

(.134) 

.104 

(.118) 

..290* 

(.124) 

.106 

(.156) 

.143 

(.113) 

-.046 

(.123) 

.197 

(.114) 

Nonmetro 

 

-.222* 

(.097) 

-.177* 

(.087) 

-.139 

(.092) 

-.082 

(.118) 

-.163 

(.084) 

-.143 

(.087) 

-.207** 

(.083) 

South 

 

.302*** 

(.072) 

.144* 

(.066) 

.285*** 

(.070) 

.139 

(.089) 

.113 

(.064) 

.143* 

(.069) 

.216** 

(.065) 

Constant  

 

.823* 

(.346) 

.334 

(.312) 

.092 

(.324) 

.711 

(.418) 

-.388 

(.295) 

-.152 

(.322) 

-.050 

(.381) 

Pseudo 𝑹𝟐 

N 

.072 

2,674 

.052 

2,674 

.054 

2,674 

.086 

2,674 

.037 

2,674 

.065 

2,674 

.045 

2,674 

Notes: Table entries are probit coefficients. Robust standard errors given in parentheses. All variables scaled to range between 0 and 1. Sample limited to Whites only. Data are weighted.  *p 

<.05 **p <.01 ***p <.001.
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A5: Full Estimates for PFS and Evaluations of Trump’s Role in US Race Relations 

 

Table A5: Multinomial Probit Estimates of Evaluations of Trump’s Role in US Race 

Relations 

 Made progress 

towards improving 

race relations 

Tried but failed to 

make progress 

Nod addressed race 

relations 

PFS 

 

-2.356*** 

(.606) 

-1.543** 

(.479) 

-.885* 

(.463) 

White ID 

 

.685*** 

(.215) 

.364 

(.203) 

.649** 

(.202) 

Black affect 

 

.282 

(.151) 

-.010 

(.252) 

-.560* 

(.245) 

Contact with Black 

people 

.264 

(.405) 

-.405 

(.388) 

.075 

(.438) 

Republican 

 

2.800*** 

(.174) 

2.061*** 

(.162) 

1.529*** 

(.152) 

Ideology 

(conservative) 

2.797*** 

(.349) 

1.879*** 

(.352) 

1.839*** 

(.317) 

Age 

 

.696*** 

(.186) 

.368* 

(.178) 

-.002 

(.173) 

Female 

 

-.062 

(.167) 

.210 

(.123) 

.133 

(.120) 

Education 

 

-1.022*** 

(.225) 

-.981*** 

(.218) 

-.319 

(.211) 

Family income 

 

.004 

(.247) 

.410 

(.243) 

-.186 

(.227) 

Born again 

 

.197 

(.159) 

.180 

(.158) 

.131 

(.164) 

Church attendance 

 

-.174 

(.226) 

-,132 

(.226) 

.087 

(.238) 

Nonmetro 

 

.535** 

(.164) 

.498** 

(.168) 

.554** 

(.164) 

South 

 

.080 

(.131) 

.095 

(.128) 

.048 

(.130) 

Constant 

 

-3.012*** 

(.612) 

-2.096*** 

(.572) 

-2.009** 

(.613) 

Log pseudolikelihood 

N 

-.3,190.036 

2,649 

  

Notes: Table entries are multinomial probit coefficients. Robust standard errors given in 

parentheses. Reference category for dependent measure is 4 = “made race relations worse.” All 

variables scaled to range between 0 and 1. Sample limited to Whites only. Data are weighted. *p 

<.05 **p <.01 ***p <.001.  
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